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Truck Metal Tool Box 

Based on the level of consumer preference, CYJY has manufactured this truck metal tool 

box. It is used to solve the storage problem of vehicle tools and equipment. It is very 

popular in countries such as the United States and Canada. The design is very simple, 

but it has large storage space and a suitable price. 

 

Truck Metal Tool Box 

The professional manufacturer CYJY presented the 

truck metal tool box that is specifically designed for 

trucks. The factory packaging is equipped with 

various parts, and customers do not need to start 

work after receiving the goods. The truck metal tool 

box can install directly, which is really convenient. 

The size of the tool box can be adjusted as needed. 

What we do is to meet your needs and provide high-

quality products. Welcome to CYJY to customize 

your own truck metal tool box. 
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Truck Metal Tool Box Specifications 

Name Truck Metal Tool Box 

Brand CYJY 

Thickness 18guage/1.2mm 

Material Cold Rolled Steel 

Handles Stainless 

Lock KEY Lock 

Color Black/Blue/Red/Gray/Orange 

Remark OEM&ODM are available 
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Certificates ISO9001/ISO14001 

Functions Vehicle Tools/Hardware Tools 

Fittings Different handles and locks are available 

Usage Truck 

Surface treatment UV resistant powder coating 

Assembled Position Truck Lathe 

 

Product Details 

The truck metal tool box adopts welding technology, and the welding points are in the 

shape of fish scales. Therefore, the industry also calls it fish scale welding. 

This kind of box not only has sturdy welding parts, but also looks beautiful. It effectively 

protects the tools inside. 

The truck metal toolbox has a UV resistant powder coating to increase its usage time. 

It is also waterproof and crack proof. 

The truck metal tool box is also equipped with a stainless steel lock. 

The door is equipped with a buffer pressure, so the noise of the truck metal tool box 

during use and driving is very low, and it looks upscale. 

In addition to standard size, we can also provide customized services, including product 

material, aluminum plate, cold rolled steel, stainless steel, box size, material thickness, 

color and even modeling. 
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Our Certificates 
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FAQ 

Q: What are the advantages of this truck metal tool box? 

A: Store and protect vehicle tools while saving space on the vehicle. 

 

Q: How can you guarantee the quality? 

A: We employ several experienced inspectors to strictly monitor the whole production 

process: raw material-production-finished products-packing. There are appointed staff 

responsible for each procedure. 

 

Q: Due to the trucks operating outside for a long time, I would like to know the 

security of this product? 

A: We have a locking mechanism between the box and the cover plate to maintain 

stability during installation. And we have after-sales service to help you solve any 

problems at any time. 

 


